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                Nagano City is a temple town with venerable Zenkoji at its heart, and its passion inspired by the majestic peaks surrounding it. Having been attracting pilgrims for over 1400 years, Zenkoji is said to be a required visit at least once in everyone’s life. In 1998, it was the snow and mountains that beckoned the world to come, for the Winter Olympics. Not to mention Mystical Togakushi, tantalizing cuisine (eating soba noodles here is a must!), and its dramatic samurai history – a stay in Nagano City is sure to be the highlight of your trip to the Japanese countryside. And it is astonishingly convenient to reach, 
thanks to the Hokuriku Shinkansen connection to Tokyo.
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                Folklore “Pilgrimage to Zenkoji chasing after an ox (making a virtue of necessity)”
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                A stroll along Zenkoji Omotesando is filled with discoveries and experiences
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                    We just started TikTok " @naganomad " !

                    

                    
                        read more
                    

                

                
                    2020/01/27

                    Tips for Staying Healthy During your Trip

                    

                    
                        read more
                    

                

                
                    2019/11/27

                    Snow Monkey Pass

                    

                    
                        read more
                    

                

                
                    2018/02/20

                    About Nagano City public wireless LAN service  "Nagano City Free Wi-Fi"

                    In Nagano City, we would like for foreign tourists and other visitors from within the country to have a pleasant trip...

                    
                        read more
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                    Nagano Navi, Nagano’s New Sightseeing App
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